
Scenario 1: Crocodile lunch

Scenario 2: Lucky escape

Scenario 3: Smooth ride

Scenario 4: unseen dead 
end



Basic Definitions of Foresight and Scenarios

Foresight: the ability to judge correctly what is going to happen in 
the future and plan your actions based on this knowledge 
(Cambridge dictionary)

Scenarios: “Thinking through [scenario] stories, and talking in depth 
about their implications, brings each person’s unspoken assumptions 
about the future to the surface. Scenarios are thus the most 
powerful vehicles I know for challenging our ‘mental models’ about 
the world and lifting the ‘blinders’ that limit our creativity and 
resourcefulness.”
Peter Schwartz, The Art of the Long View: Planning for the Future in an Uncertain World
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AgriFood Systems are core to the SDGs



Core Activities

AgriFood Systems – what do we mean?
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Looking ahead – what are we eating



Looking ahead – inequality and poverty



Looking ahead - climate & environment
Changes in Agricultural Production in 2050

Compared with the baseline, climate 
change is expected to result in 

declines in agricultural production in 
large parts of Africa, the Middle East 
and South and Southeast Asia. These 

declines are projected to be more 
pronounced in West Africa and India, 
where production could decrease by 
2.9 and 2.6 percent respectively due 

to climate change impacts 

FAO. 2018. The State of Agricultural Commodity Markets 2018. Agricultural trade, climate change and food security. Rome.



Looking ahead – conflict and food prices



Some Resources For Getting Started



Foresight – A systems approach to change
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Time Frame,  Focus an Scale

• 5 – 50 years perspective – but to understand implications for action 
now

• Agriculture and food systems in context of food, water and energy 
nexus

• Scale
Global

Regional

National

Local



Foresight Framework



Framework for Understanding Foresight
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An initial framing



Understanding the System
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Drivers, Trends and Uncertainties - Examples

Drivers

1. Consumption

2. Technology

3. Markets

4. Climate and Environment

5. Policy and  Geopolitics

Trends

1. Increasing population

2. Increasing urbanization, 

3. Worsening climate change

4. Increasing resource 
scarcity

5. Accelerating technological 
change

6. Increasing market 
connectivity

Uncertainties

1. Pace of Market Growth

2. Effects of climate 
change

3. Shifting demand of 
food

4. Disruptive technologies

5. Migration

6. Social and economic 
change

Identifying the key drivers that influence the food system, their associated trends and patterns, and the main 
uncertainties are crucial before undertaking a scenario development process. This can be done through a 
consultative stakeholder process (see SUSFANS example above).



Drivers, Trends and Uncertainties

“Stream Trains” “Black Swans”

Easily perceived drivers and 
trends that will influence 
change  - direct and indirect

Rare and/or unpredictable 
events that have a big 
impact



Risks and Opportunities 

Systemic 
Risks

Transformational 
Opportunities



Steam Trains Black Swans

Systemic Risks Obesity
Biodiversity loss

Disease outbreaks
Trade regimes
?

Transformational 
opportunities 

ICT for inclusive banking
Genetic engineering

Unforeseen technology
Sudden social or political 
change



Scenarios

A description of how the future 
may unfold according to an 
explicit, coherent and internally 
consistent set of assumptions 
about key relationships and 
driving forces.

Types of scenarios

• Predictive

• Explorative

• Normative

•(Backcasting)



Scenarios – a common approach
Uncertainty 1

Uncertainty 2

Scenario 1

Scenario 2
Scenario 3

Scenario 4



Example of Scenarios



Different ways of mapping scenarios

Scenario Planning Guidance Note 
Foresight Horizon Scanning Centre, (UK) 
Government Office for Science



Influencing Change (Theories of change)



Foresight Framework



Systems Mapping



◼ A drawing of a situation that illustrates the main elements and 
relationships that need to be considered in trying to intervene 
to create some improvement.  

◼ A rich picture helps us to understand the complexity of an 
entire situation. It is a way of thinking holistically. A rich picture 
helps us to see relationships and connections that we may 
otherwise miss.

◼ It is called a rich picture because it illustrates the richness and 
complexity of a situation.

Rich picture



Rich picture
Example of a rich picture



Be creative

Use symbols, icons and pictures as much as is possible

Focus on illustrating the relationships between different 
factors/stakeholders/scales

Focus on the ‘big picture’ and don’t get lost in the details of just 
one element

Encourage everyone to draw and add their ideas

Make use of the ‘artists’ in the group as well

Tips



Instructions

• Draw a geographic boundary and key features

• Add key features and actors in the food system

• Add relationships and flows with the wider 
environment

• Identify key relationships in the system and how 
these are changing

• Consider institutional factors
• Governance mechanisms
• Policies
• Laws

• Think about power structures

• About 50 Minutes

Step One – Rich picture Step Two – Trends and Uncertainties

• Identify as many important trends as 
you can and write these on sticky 
notes and put on a flipchart
• Connect then to your picture with a 

number

• Identify as many important 
uncertainties as you can and write 
these on sticky notes and put on a 
flipchart

• About 45 minutes







AgriFood Transformation – a rubics cube!
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Focus

Pathways to Diversification

Diversifying agriculture in the Eastern Gangetic to support 
sustainable, inclusive and resilient food systems 

Foresight and scenarios for innovation and change 
towards 2050   

Focus – impacts of: 
• WEF interactions
• Role of Gender
• Migration
• Trade

Technical Prospects



Influencing Change (Theories of change)



Group Instructions

• Develop a pitch for running foresight and scenario work in your location
• Why is this needed
• What would be the key elements
• How could it be organized

• What would be the content focus of the work

• What could/would be the contribution to longer term change processes

• Who would you be trying to engage and why?
• Who
• What scale
• How 

• What analysis would be needed

• What would be your engagement strategy 
• Who
• How
• What scale



Foresight Framework



Scenario 1: Crocodile lunch

Scenario 2: Lucky escape

Scenario 3: Smooth ride

Scenario 4: unseen dead 
end



Scenarios

A description of how the future 
may unfold according to an 
explicit, coherent and internally 
consistent set of assumptions 
about key relationships and 
driving forces.

Types of scenarios

• Predictive

• Explorative

• Normative

•(Backcasting)



Scenarios – a common approach

Uncertainty 1

Uncertainty 2

Scenario 1

Scenario 2
Scenario 3

Scenario 4

Trends

Scenarios



Example of Scenarios



Different ways of mapping scenarios

Scenario Planning Guidance Note 
Foresight Horizon Scanning Centre, (UK) 
Government Office for Science


